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Electric Indonesia . Indeed, there will be greatly
increased trade show activity here by Canada in the
coming months .

- Second, sponsorship of a mission of 1 5 advanced
technology firms to come to Jakarta in February to
explore market prospects in remote sensing,
computer technology, instrumentation and industrial
equipment .

Because Canada is committed to increased two-way
trade, we have been pleased to sponsor Indonesian
participation in events and missions designed to increase
Indonesian exports to Canada . For example :

- An ASEAN food packaging, processing and equipment
group visited Canada recently with representation
from six Indonesian firms ;

- Later this year we will be bringing food exporters
from Indonesia to Food Pacific 88 in Vancouver to
meet Canadian buyers ;

- There has been a mission from Canada to assist the
Indonesian seafood industry to better understand
Canadian seafood packaging standards ;

- Finally, two months ago we sent furniture experts
from Canada to explain our market to your
manufacturers .

The tremendous potential for greater trade ties
between your country and mine is matched by the potential for
increased investment .

Canada is one of Indonesia's largest sources of
foreign capital . To our Indonesian friends I would ask : Do
you know that INCO, ALCAN, BATA and ASAMERA are Canadian
companies? And more Canadian investors are showing a keen
interest in exploring new investment opportunities here . For
example, last October the Investment Co-ordinating Board - or
BKPM - organized a series of seminars in Canada on investing
in.Indonesia . These were well-attended and productive . And
at the recent investment forum sponsored by UNIDO and the
BKPM in Jakarta, Canada had the largest contingent of any
foreign delegation .

Of course, investment, like trade, is a two-way
street, and we would very much like to see more Indonesian
investment in Canada . Canada is one of the most attractive


